Art du jour. Outdoors at the Coop.

Today's style calls for splashes of colorful art spread over walls. The Coop's Print N' Poster Festival, starting May 7, is an outdoor fair featuring hundreds of different wall hangings for every decorative purpose. They'll be displayed all round the Student Center, except on rainy days, of course.

If you're a connoisseur of contemporary art, you'll find excellent reproductions of Chagall, Feininger, Picasso, Klee, Kandinsky, etc. Or does your decor call for bullfight posters, old masters, oriental panels, Degas dancers, nursery rhyme prints, Irish travel posters, medieval manuscript illuminations, or perhaps even Batman posters? . . . they're all under $2 and inexpensive frames are available too. That's Art du Jour at almost soup du jour prices.